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In the face of unprecedented global biodiversity loss, conservation planning must balance between
refining and deepening knowledge versus acting on current information to preserve species and
communities. Phylogenetic diversity (PD), a biodiversity measure that takes into account the evolutionary relationships between species, is arguably a more meaningful measure of biodiversity than
species diversity, but cannot yet be applied to conservation planning for the majority of taxa for
which phylogenetic trees have not yet been developed. Here, we investigate how the quality of
data on the taxonomy and/or phylogeny of species affects the results of spatial conservation planning
in terms of the representation of overall mammalian PD. The results show that the better the quality
of the biodiversity data the better they can serve as a basis for conservation planning. However,
decisions based on incomplete data are remarkably robust across different levels of degrading quality concerning the description of new species and the availability of phylogenetic information.
Thus, given the level of urgency and the need for action, conservation planning can safely make
use of the best available systematic data, limited as these data may be.
Keywords: complementarity; conservation planning; evolutionary history; mammals;
phylogenetic diversity; surrogacy
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1. INTRODUCTION
Effective biodiversity conservation planning—deciding
where to focus conservation efforts to maximize the
persistence of biodiversity—relies on detailed, spatially
explicit data about each of the biodiversity features of
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interest [1]. Yet real data are inevitably incomplete
and perpetually changing as new knowledge is incorporated. There is a trade-off in the cost-effectiveness
of conservation action between investing in refining
existing information and action based on existing
data [2 – 4]. Surrogacy tests can shed light on this
trade-off, by quantifying how the adequacy of conservation planning results varies as data quality improves.
Such tests can be performed by degrading existing
high-quality data in order to simulate more incomplete
(and more realistic) datasets, and then testing the
surrogacy value of the latter using the former as benchmarks. For example, high-quality species distributional
data can be degraded into simulated incomplete or
biased datasets, and the effectiveness of conservation
planning based on the degraded datasets assessed
against the complete data (e.g. [3 – 5]). Similarly,
multi-taxon distribution data can be degraded into
single taxon datasets to investigate whether conservation planning based on just one taxon adequately
represents broader, multi-taxon, diversity (see [6] for
a review). Here, we analyse how data can improve
over time as knowledge increases for a particular taxonomic group being studied (e.g. because new species
are described; [7]; because of taxonomic changes
affecting already recognized taxa (e.g. [8]); or through
better understanding of the relationship between
species (e.g. [9]). We focus on mammals because
they are among the best-known taxa, and by degrading
the available taxonomic and phylogenetic information
in various ways we can simulate the more imperfect
state of knowledge of less-known groups.
Surrogacy tests require a common biodiversity
metric to assess the quality of the results obtained
from conservation planning based on datasets of variable quality. The measure most commonly used is the
total number of species represented in the selected
areas [6], but this assumes species are equivalent,
ignoring the fact that they differ in the amount of evolutionary history they represent [10 – 12]. For example,
the Platypus Ornithorhynchus anadinus is the sole
species in the family Ornithorhynchidae, and one of
only five species in the order Monotremata, whereas
the Cactus Mouse Peromyscus eremicus is one of 56
species in its genus, one of 692 species in the family
Cricetidae and one of 2280 species in the order
Rodentia [13]. Phylogenetic diversity (PD) [14,15] is
a biodiversity measure that takes into account the evolutionary relationships between species, and can be
calculated for mammals because a phylogenetic
super-tree is already available [16,17]. The PD in a
particular site can be measured as the total branch
length of the phylogenetic tree, which includes only
those taxa present at the site. PD is arguably a more
meaningful measure of biodiversity than simple species
richness [18] because differences among genotypes are
the raw material on which evolutionary processes operate. It is also more robust to idiosyncratic variation in
the species concept because splits between closely
related species add little diversity to a phylogenetic tree
[19,20]. Furthermore, studies show that extinction is
phylogenetically non-random and that we are losing
evolutionary history faster than expected from species
loss [21–23], suggesting that evolutionary history
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
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needs to be targeted directly as part of conservation
strategies. In this analysis, PD is the biodiversity metric
employed to evaluate the outcome of conservation
planning based on data of various quality.
Taking into account evolutionary history clearly makes
a difference when prioritizing species for conservation
[12,24,25], by distinguishing those that are phylogenetically most distinct from those with many living close
relatives (e.g. Platypus and Cactus Mouse, as mentioned
above). However, this is not necessarily the case when targeting areas for conservation, because when conservation
is done spatially rather than species-by-species (as it
usually is), the possible combinations of species (and corresponding PD) are limited by the variety of assemblages
that exist in nature [18]. Previous simulations suggest
that, in most circumstances, selecting networks of protected areas by maximizing overall species richness is
likely to capture overall PD efficiently; that is, that
species richness is a good surrogate of PD [18]. But
there have been few empirical tests of these predictions,
and common conclusions have not yet emerged [26–
28]. Here, we contribute to this discussion by testing
whether species data are an appropriate surrogate for
the representation of global mammalian PD for spatial
conservation planning purposes. We further extend
these tests by analysing the surrogacy value of other
types of data in representing PD: data on genera (a coarser taxonomic resolution than species); using taxonomy
as a proxy for phylogeny; and simulating earlier, more
incomplete, states of knowledge on species diversity.
Testing for surrogacy involves evaluating the outcomes of systematic conservation planning, yet there
are countless ways in which such planning can be
done. The methods originally proposed aimed simply
to ensure representation of all biodiversity features
(such as species) in the smallest possible area [29,30].
Current approaches have moved very substantially
from these simple ‘minimum sets’ to increase the level
of socio-economic realism and of ecological pertinence
of conservation planning, for example, by taking into
account economic costs, the effects of climate change,
variability in species’ conservation requirements and
the spatio-temporal dynamics of threats (see [31] for a
review). In the surrogacy tests presented in these analyses, we nonetheless use minimum representation sets
as the outputs of conservation planning, in order to simplify the interpretation of the results, and to ensure
comparability with previous surrogacy tests [6].

2. DATA AND METHODS
(a) Species distribution data
We obtained data on the spatial distribution of 5258
land mammal species from the International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of
Threatened Species [32,33], mapped as polygons
representing species’ extent of occurrence. These are
coarse generalizations of species’ distributions, generally obtained as ‘envelopes’ including original records
and through interpolation (but not extrapolation)
from original records [34]. They may include relatively
extensive areas from which the species is absent
(e.g. freshwater habitats within a terrestrial species’
range) and are therefore likely to overestimate the
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species’ true area of occupancy (see the supporting
online material in Hoffmann et al. [35] for further
details). Individual polygons are coded according to
species’ presence (1 extant; 2 probably extant; 3 possibly
extant; 4 possibly extinct; 5 extinct), origin (1 native;
2 reintroduced; 3 introduced; 4 vagrant; 5 origin uncertain) and seasonality (1 resident; 2 breeding season;
3 non-breeding season; 4 passage; 5 seasonal occurrence
uncertain). In this analysis, we included only parts of
each species’ range coded as 1 or 2 in presence and in
origin (thereby excluding extinct or possibly extinct
species and areas where species are not native).
(b) Spatial units
The world’s land area was divided into equal-area
(approx. 23 322 km2), equal-shape (hexagonal) cells,
the spatial units used in all analyses. These were
obtained from a geodesic discrete global grid system,
defined on an icosahedron and projected to the
sphere using the inverse Icosahedral Snyder Equal
Area (ISEA) Projection [36]. A species was considered
present in a given hexagon whenever its mapped range
overlaps the cell. There were 7316 hexagons with at
least one species.
(c) Species taxonomy
The taxonomic classification for mammals follows that
used in the IUCN Red List (itself largely based on
Wilson & Reeder [13], with minor adaptations; see
the supporting online material of Schipper et al. [32]
for further details).
(d) Species phylogeny
We followed the method described by Schipper et al. [32]
(see their supporting online material) to expand and
modify the mammalian super-tree published by Fritz
et al. [17], by: adding recently described or recognized
species currently listed in the IUCN Red List and not
included in the original tree, using their taxonomy to
infer their relative phylogenetic position; removing
species that are no longer recognized, and those that
are extinct or domesticated. Polytomies—unresolved
nodes in a phylogeny with more than two descendent
nodes—distort the length of branches within a phylogeny. Since only one descendent branch of a polytomy
is of its true length, we used a correction factor to
reduce the length of terminal branches descending
from polytomies (corollary 3 (ii) in Steel & Mooers
[37]). To date there is no recognized way to perform
this correction for internal polytomous nodes. The final
taxonomic tree included all 5258 species for which distribution data were available, corresponding to a total PD of
64 102.1 million years before present (MYBP).
(e) Maximizing phylogenetic diversity
As a working scenario, we considered that the ultimate
conservation goal was to maximize the representation
of overall mammalian PD in a hypothetical global set
of protected areas. The maximum PD that can be
represented in a given number of sites can be known
exactly by solving a maximal covering location problem
[27,38]. We used the Solving Constraint Integer Programs (SCIP) solver [39] in the free online NEOS
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)

Server [40,41] to obtain an optimal solution to maximal
covering location problems that maximized the total PD
in sets of sites of variable size (up to 597 cells, the minimum set needed for representing all total PD).
(f) Surrogate datasets
For the purpose of these analyses, we considered that the
current data on species’ distribution and phylogeny
(henceforth, dataset A) corresponds to complete knowledge, and that the values of PD that can be obtained
from these data were the ideal measure of mammalian
diversity. We then obtained 10 types of surrogate datasets, by degrading these original data (table 1; datasets
B to K). Some of these datasets included information
on the evolutionary relationships between species,
others did not. Dataset B included the same species
information as dataset A, but without the phylogenetic
data, thereby assuming that all currently known species
are strictly equivalent. We then considered three pairs of
datasets—with and without phylogenetic data (respectively, subsets of A and of B)—by including the
following subsets of the currently known species:
— Species described pre-1993 (datasets C and D). To
simulate an advanced state of taxonomic knowledge
(90% of all species). The year 1993 was chosen
because it corresponds to the Second Edition of
Mammal Species of the World [42], although the data
obtained in this way are not exactly the same as
those that were available then (for example, the
West African Linsang Poiana leightoni is a currently
recognized species with a pre-1992 description
date; it was then considered a sub-species of the
Central African Linsang Poiana richardsonii ).
— Species described pre-1970 (datasets E and F). To
simulate scenarios where a group is relatively wellknown (83% of all species), but where significant
numbers of species remain to be described (the
1970 cut-off date is arbitrary).
— Species described pre-1908 (datasets G and H). To
simulate scenarios where only a small fraction of
the group’s diversity is known (22% of all species).
The 1908 cut-off was chosen because it resulted in
the same number of species as there are currently
recognized genera. This allowed us to compare
(together with datasets I and J, see below), two
types of datasets that have the same number of
taxa but different taxonomic resolutions.
A fourth pair of datasets was obtained by subsuming all
constituent species into one of 1163 genera, either including (dataset I) or not (dataset J ) information on the
phylogenetic relationships between genera. The 1163
genera then became the conservation targets. These scenarios may occur in situations where phylogenetic and/or
the distributional data are not resolved to the species
level [26–28], a plausible scenario for hyperdiverse taxa
(such as plants or insects, particularly in tropical
countries) for which identification is often done to a
higher taxon level rather than resolved to species [43,44].
Finally, we considered a dataset (K) where a taxonomic tree was used as an approximation to the
phylogenetic tree, with four levels: order, family, genera
and species. Branches between levels were assumed to
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Table 1. Overview of the 11 types of dataset used in this analysis, including the complete dataset (A) and the 10 surrogates
derived from it (B to K).
dataset designation

taxonomic information

evolutionary information

A

phylogenetic diversity

yes. Complete phylogenetic tree (PD ¼ 64 102.1 MYBP)

B

species diversity

complete species data (n ¼ 5258
species)
complete species data (n ¼ 5258
species)
species described pre-1993
(n ¼ 4724 species)
species described pre-1993
(n ¼ 4724 species)
species described pre-1970
(n ¼ 3828 species)
species described pre-1970
(n ¼ 3828 species)
species described pre-1908
(n ¼ 1163 species)
species described pre-1908
(n ¼ 1163 species)
taxonomy subsumed to genera
(n ¼ 1163 genera)
species described pre-1908
(n ¼ 1163 genera)
complete species data (n ¼ 5258
species)

phylogenetic diversity
pre-1993
D species diversity pre1993
E phylogenetic diversity
pre-1970
F species diversity pre1970
G phylogenetic diversity
pre-1908
H species diversity pre1908
I genus phylogenetic
diversity
J genus diversity
K

taxonomic diversity

have a length of one unit. The taxonomic diversity (TD)
of a set of species was then measured in a similar way to
PD, as the total branch length of the tree including only
those species.
For each of these datasets, there was an associated
surrogate measure of mammalian diversity: variations
of species richness in B, D, F and H; variations of
PD in C, E, G and I; genus richness in J; and TD in
K (figure 2). We obtained, for each of the surrogate
datasets, sets of sites of variable size (up to 597 cells,
or the minimum set needed to represent the full diversity in each case) that maximized the corresponding
diversity measures, and quantified how much overall
PD was incidentally captured in each of these sets.
(g) Random site selection
We quantified how much PD is incidentally captured in
randomly selected sets of sites of variable size (up to
597 cells, the size of the minimum set representing
all species, and corresponding to ca 8% of the total
area), by obtaining in each case 100 replicates and
calculating the mean PD and limits of the 95% confidence interval. This corresponds in practice to what
would be expected in terms of PD representation in the
absence of biological data, a measure of the effectiveness
of simply using area as a surrogate [6].
(h) Quantifying surrogacy
For each dataset, we quantified its surrogacy in representing PD by following the protocol proposed by Ferrier &
Watson ([45]; described in detail in Rodrigues & Brooks
[6]). This compared: the surrogacy value (S), defined as
the total PD that is incidentally represented when conservation planning is based on the surrogate data (datasets B
to K); the optimum value (O), defined as the maximum
possible PD that can be represented in the same area
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)

yes. Tree pruned to pre-1993 species
(PD ¼ 58 537.6 MYBP)
no
yes. Tree pruned to pre-1970 species
(PD ¼ 50 317.9 MYBP)
no
yes. Tree pruned to pre-1908 species
(PD ¼ 21 518.9 MYBP)
no
yes. Tree subsumed to genera (PD ¼ 30 669.6 MYBP)
no
yes. Taxonomic tree used as an approximation to
phylogenetic tree (TD ¼ 6589 units)

100
phylogenetic diversity (%)

C

no

0

A
no. sites

B

Figure 1. Schematic of the method followed for quantifying surrogacy value using the SAI index. SAI ¼ (S 2 R)/(O 2 R),
where O is the area under the optimal curve (the maximum phylogenetic diversity, PD, that can be represented for any given
number of sites), S is the area under the surrogate curve
(the PD incidentally represented when maximizing a surrogate
measure of diversity), R is the area under the random curve
(the PD incidentally represented in sets selected at random).
Values of S, O and R should be obtained for areas of the graph
covered by all three curves (for example, SAI can be calculated
for surrogate 1 to the left of point B, but for surrogate 2 only to
the left of point A). Comparison between two surrogate curves
with different endpoints must focus on the area of the graph
common to both (here, to the left of point A). Blue line, optimal
curve; red line, surrogate curve 1; grey line, surrogate curve 2;
green line, random curve (mean þ confidence intervals).

given perfect knowledge (i.e. based on dataset A); and
the random value (R), defined as the expected PD that
is incidentally represented if sites are selected at
random. Each of these values can be measured as the
area under the surrogate, optimal and random curves
that are obtained for a range of solutions of variable size
(figure 1). These three values are combined into an
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(a)

(b)

phylogenetic
diversity

no. species/genera
1–20
21–43
44–67
68–97
98–130
131–161
162–194
195–272

166–685
686–1260
1261–1740
1741–2227
2228–2863
2864–3631
3632–4414
4415–6357

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

taxonomic
diversity
4–45
46–90
91–135
136–191
192–250
251–303
304–355
356–470

Figure 2. Spatial patterns of distribution of terrestrial mammals according to 11 measures of diversity: (a) PD of all currently
described mammals (millions of years before present, MYBP); (b) species richness of all currently described mammals; (c) PD
for species described pre-1993; (d) species richness for species described pre-1993; (e) PD for species described pre-1970;
( f ) species richness for species described pre-1970; (g) PD for species described pre-1908; (h) species richness for species
described pre-1908; (i) PD for currently described genera; ( j) genus richness for currently described mammals; (k) taxonomic
diversity (measured in arbitrary units of branch length, see text for details). The spatial units are equal-area hexagons. The
same legend is used across panels (a,c,e,g,i), and then across panels (b,d,f,h,j), and so maps in each group are directly
comparable.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We found high levels of surrogacy for all 10 datasets
tested: distinctly superior to a random selection of
sites, and in some cases even approaching optimality
(figure 3 and table 2). The observed values of SAI
(median ¼ 0.94, Q1 ¼ 0.88, Q3 ¼ 0.96) are very
high within the context of previously published surrogacy tests (see Rodrigues & Brooks [6] for a review:
median ¼ 0.12, Q1 ¼ 0.03, Q3 ¼ 0.28; n ¼ 575).
There were also very high correlations between each
of the 10 surrogate biodiversity measures and PD
(figure 2 and table 2), even if these are likely to be
somewhat inflated by spatial autocorrelation.
Our results support the predictions from simulated
scenarios that species data are generally likely to be
good surrogates of PD for spatial conservation planning
purposes [18]. Nonetheless, all datasets that used information on the evolutionary relationship between species
(phylogenetic or taxonomic trees) did even slightly better
as surrogates for overall PD than their counterparts that
treated species or genera as equivalent (table 1). There
is, therefore, a marginal benefit to using phylogenetic information in conservation planning, and it
should be used whenever available. Future studies will
need to confirm whether the very slight improvement
in surrogacy obtained when taking into account the
taxonomic relationships between species (dataset K) is
reproducible in other situations. If so, this could be a
simple first approximation to incorporating evolutionary
history in conservation planning, as basic taxonomic
information is typically already available for most
described species even if phylogenetic information is not.
Predictably, surrogacy effectiveness declined as we
degraded the datasets, by reducing the information
they contained in terms of number of species and corresponding detail of the phylogenetic tree (figure 3 and
table 2). Real data are typically not only incomplete
but also biased spatially [46] and taxonomically [7],
unlike randomly selected sets of the same number of
species [47,48] which are incomplete but not biased;
the former are therefore expected to perform worse
as surrogates [6]. The approach we used to prune
our dataset used the chronological sequence of species
description to replicate some of the taxonomic and
geographical biases of real data (for example, large,
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
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60 000

50 000
phylogenetic diversity

index SAI ¼ (S 2 R)/(O 2 R) [45]. SAI (which originally stood for ‘species accumulation index’) equals
one if there is perfect surrogacy (i.e. if the surrogate
data produce results as good as the perfect data), zero if
there is null surrogacy (using the surrogate data is as
good as a random selection), and less than zero if there
is negative surrogacy (using the surrogate data is worse
than a random selection).
SAI can be calculated for the mean random curve or
the upper 95% confidence interval [6]. For simplicity,
and given that the confidence intervals are narrow, we
report SAI values based on the mean random curve.
For context, we have also quantified the degree of
relationship between the local values (i.e. per cell) of
each of the 10 surrogate diversity measures considered
and PD, by calculating the respective correlation
coefficient.
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40 000

maximum PD
species diversity
PD pre-1993
species diversity pre-1993
PD pre-1970
species diversity pre-1970
PD pre-1908
species diversity pre-1908
genus PD
genus diversity
taxonomic diversity
confidence interval
confidence interval
random

30 000

20 000

10 000

0

0

100

200

300
400
no. hexagons

500

600

Figure 3. Surrogacy value of 10 measures of mammalian
diversity in representing PD. The closer the surrogate
curve is to the optimal curve, the higher the surrogacy
value. The vertical lines mark the upper limit of the intervals
used to calculate SAI (table 2).

conspicuous species tend to be described first) [7]. It
is all the more surprising that surrogacy levels were
nonetheless high, even for datasets based on the less
than one-fourth of all original species described by
1908. However, our method of simulating datasets
by simply pruning the current phylogenetic tree does
not replicate all types of imperfection that existed in
the real earlier data, for example, taxa already
described but taxonomically misclassified (e.g. [49]).
Furthermore, our species diversity datasets (B, D, F,
H) were assumed to be equivalent to their PD counterparts (A, C, E, G) except for the absence of
phylogenetic data. In practice, the species data would
not be the same without all the phylogenetic studies
that underpinned the creation of the mammalian
super-tree [16]. Finally, here we have only addressed
changes in taxonomic and phylogenetic knowledge,
but real data change in other ways, such as the quality
of species’ distribution data, that may also affect the
results of conservation planning [46]. Our results,
therefore, underestimate changes in real datasets as
knowledge improves, and probably overestimate the
surrogacy value of earlier datasets.
It has been proposed that collating data at a higher
taxon level may be a useful shortcut for conservation
planning of highly diverse taxa/regions [43,44]. From a
practical perspective, not only are there inevitably (and
usually markedly) fewer higher taxa of a given rank to
be counted in an area than there are species, but it is
also typically much easier to distinguish between
higher taxa than it is among their constituent species.
Indeed, trees are usually highly imbalanced, meaning
that most higher taxa contain relatively few species and
a few contain very many [22]. It is generally easier to distinguish between, say, 100 specimens from different
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Table 2. As measured by the SAI index and the coefficient of determination R 2, surrogacy value of each of the 11
biodiversity measures considered in representing phylogenetic diversity. Each column corresponds to an interval (e.g. from 0
to 271 cells) for which the SAI was calculated (the upper limit of each interval is marked by a vertical line in figure 3).
Comparisons of SAI value across datasets should be done within each column.
SAI

A phylogenetic diversity
B species diversity
C phylogenetic diversity pre-1993
D species diversity pre-1993
E phylogenetic diversity pre-1970
F species diversity pre-1970
G phylogenetic diversity pre-1908
H species diversity pre-1908
I genus phylogenetic diversity
J genus diversity
K taxonomic diversity

[0–597]

[0–530]

[0–271]

[0–154]

R2

1.00
0.95
0.96
0.93
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.96

1.00
0.95
0.97
0.93
0.88
0.88
—
—
—
—
0.96

1.00
0.95
0.97
0.93
0.93
0.90
0.78
0.77
—
—
0.96

1.00
0.95
0.98
0.94
0.94
0.92
0.81
0.82
0.81
0.81
0.97

1.00
0.96
1.00
0.96
0.99
0.95
0.92
0.90
0.99
0.98
0.98

genera than 100 specimens from different species
because disproportionate effort is expended on differentiating among species within the speciose genera, which
are often morphologically very similar [44]. Likewise,
one could also predict that higher taxon datasets
should be better surrogates for PD than datasets of similar numbers of species. Indeed, it should be expected
that, everything else being equal, a set of 100 specimens
of different genera should have higher overall PD than a
set of 100 species, because the latter should include
some closely related species that would contribute little
to overall PD representation, while the former approach
would ensure representation is better spread across the
tree of life. Accordingly, we found that our genus-level
phylogenetic tree (dataset I) had a total PD ¼ 30 669.6
MYBP, whereas our tree of pre-1908 species (dataset
G) had a PD ¼ 21 518.9 MYBP (table 1), and trees
of 1163 randomly selected species had a mean PD ¼
22 634.1 MYBP (standard deviation ¼ 309.9, n ¼ 100).
The higher-taxon approach is, therefore, an indirect
way of incorporating the evolutionary relationships
between species in conservation planning. Yet, we
found that our datasets based on genus information
did not perform better than those datasets based on
the same number of species (if anything, the pre1908 data performed better; figure 3 and table 2).
As discussed above, when conservation planning is
done spatially, rather than by selecting individual
species/genera from a tree, results are constrained by
the variety of assemblages that exist in nature [18].
Hence, the total PD obtained by, for example, selecting a minimum set of sites representing all pre-1908
species is not just the PD of the corresponding tree
(21 518.9 MYBP) but that of all species co-occurring
with those species (we found PD ¼ 54 702.8 MYBP).
The PD of a set of sites is phylogenetically nonrandom: it is affected not only by the structure of the
phylogenetic tree, but also by the structure of the
species spatial distributions, and the relationship
between the two (they are not independent because
the evolutionary processes of speciation and extinction
that shape phylogenetic trees are themselves spatially
explicit, simultaneously affecting and being affected
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)

by species’ distributions) [18]. For this reason, it is
not straightforward to predict that genera should be
better surrogates of PD than species in spatial conservation planning, just because genera are better spread
across the phylogenetic tree. Future studies are needed
to understand if results generalize, and if so whether
there is something in the relationship between the
structure of the phylogenetic tree and the structure
of spatial distributions that may explain it. In any
case, given the practical advantages of distinguishing
between genera mentioned above, the higher-taxon
approach may still be a more cost-effective way of collecting data for conservation planning aiming at
maximizing PD, something which should also be
addressed in future studies.
Estimates suggest that more than 7000 living species
of mammals will eventually be recognized [7], and so
the dataset we used and considered to be perfect (i.e.
dataset A) is far from so. However, our results suggest
that basing decisions on data on the distribution and
phylogeny of already known species is likely to produce
reliable results for the conservation of broader mammalian diversity. However, as recognized above, the
conservation planning problem we considered throughout—maximizing the representation of diversity in a
given set of sites—is extremely simplified in relation to
the approaches currently developed for the selection of
real networks of protected areas, neglecting both ecological dynamics and socioeconomic constraints that affect
real-life conservation. Whether this affects the levels of
surrogacy tested here remains to be seen, although
Bode et al. [50] found that incorporating socio-economic
considerations into conservation planning at the global
scale increased the level of agreement between results
based on different taxa.
There are also other reasons why species may be considered non-equivalent in conservation planning besides
phylogeny: species that are threatened and/or with very
small distributions may require a more targeted conservation investment in order to keep conservation options
open [51]. It remains to be tested whether our results
hold in more complex conservation scenarios. Even if
they do, there are other good reasons for continuing to
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refine the existing biodiversity information, for example,
by obtaining better information on species’ ecology,
life-history, population trends and threats in order to
support species-based conservation [25] and for the
long-term monitoring of change in species status [52].
Here, we have only tested the importance of phylogenetic and taxonomic information to spatial mapping
of priority conservation areas, and not the importance
of biodiversity datasets in general for various other
conservation purposes.
Overall, our results confirm that the better the quality
of biodiversity data, the better they can serve as a basis
for spatial conservation planning. But we also found
that decisions based on incomplete data are remarkably
robust to the improvement in quality that inevitably
takes place over time in biodiversity data, both as new
species are described and as new phylogenetic information becomes available. Furthermore, using simple
species data proved nearly as reliable to the representation of mammalian PD as more complex approaches
that integrated information on the evolutionary relationships between species (either directly, through PD, or
indirectly, through TD and the higher-taxon approach).
This is good news for conservation practitioners,
because species data are the most common type of information hitherto employed in conservation planning, and
will probably remain the case for many taxa that are yet
lacking phylogenetic data despite distribution data being
available. Given the urgency of conservation action in
most parts of the world, our results suggest that conservation planning should make use of the best available
systematic data, limited as they may be, instead of waiting for the future availability of better data on taxonomy
and phylogeny. This is not to say that the collection of
biodiversity data should stop, but that conservation
action cannot wait.
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